
Clear PET films for the 
Production of Integral Cards or 

Laminations on Press 



face laminate for integral 
cards. Laminate has premium special 
high gloss top coating for lasers and is 
still signature compatible. This topcoat is 
used where ultimate clarity and gloss is a 
must and will still accept laser toner.  
Designed for color laser printers and will 
work very well in standard laser printers. 
This is our most popular face laminate 
when high color print is used. Wet out is 
very good. This laminate makes your card 
look great. Now HP indigo Printable too! 
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Special laser top coated laminate 
designed for tough low heat toner fusion 
desk top laser printers. Less glossy than 
SC topcoat but  more glossy than having 
to use a matte. This top coating is  used 
when you need the best toner anchorage 
possible on a lower heat printer



       Matte laminate for integral cards. 
Laminate has special matte top coating 
for lasers and is still signature compatible.   
Designed for both color laser printers and  
standard laser printers. The matte top 
coating by its nature is universal for most 
laser printers and will help reduce static. 



       Gloss laminate for integral cards. 
Laminate has special HP approved Indigo  
top coating. This product is designed 
specifically for HP Indigo printers and is 
not necessarily compatible with other 
laser or digital printers.   



Matte laminate for integral cards. 
Designed for digital printers where heavy 
color will be imaged. Top coating is 
designed for color laser printers and is 
signature compatible. Matte finish. Will 
work very well in standard laser printers 
as well. The top coating is applied with a 
heavy coverage to maximize the 
anchorage of the color toner. Very good 
for high speed lasers such as IGEN. 



Laminate for integral cards. No top 
coating, raw polyester film, extra gloss 
appearance. This is laser compatible but 
cannot accept toner or signature.  Also 
used to laminate label face stocks for 
extra durability. 



Ink jet compatible and laser compatible 
top coating. This laminate is ideal when 
your integral card form will be used in a 
variety of printers. It is truly a catch all. 
The matte coating is signature compatible 
as well. Photo printing should be tested. 
Run on a laser, impact, or ink jet printer. 
Also good for type writers. 



PLA film is corn based and compostable. 
This is used instead of petroleum based 
polyester.  We add our premium matte 
laser top coating and our water based 
adhesive to make the perfect laminate for 
your earth friendly ID card.  We suggest a 
laminate face and back to make an  
integral ID card. Our premium laser top 
coatings provide a barrier against the heat 
to ensure good laser performance.  High 
heat printers must be tested for 
compatibility with this film. 



Special holographic pattern on a clear 2 
mil pet with permanent adhesive and a 
40# base liner.  Ideal for adding low 
security to an ID card or secure 
document.  Two available patterns.  
Pattern A is a sparkle pattern and pattern 
B is a square pattern.  Samples available 
upon request.  A laser top coat is now 
available to receive toner.  This is product 
OLHL050. 



       Use this film to apply to the back of an 
integrated magnet to allow the magnet to 
be laser compatible.  This 101 adhesive is 
designed to work with the anti block 
coating applied on the MC225 magnet.  
Adding this patch to the integrated 
magnet also improves other processing 
such as folding and inserting.  This 
protective patch can also be added to the 
magnet to make an integrated magnet on 
a post card eligible for automatic rates.  
Check with your local postmaster.



**All testing is from Strata-Tac data and not necessarily from the printer manufacturer. This is intended to be a 
guide only and all applications should be tested by the customer. 


